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Fotoshootings 

Fotoshooting-Packet 4: Outdoor for busy People 

Preperation: Location/ Preperation/last agreements about the exact wishes of 
the client 

37,50€ 

Rent Location1 0,00€ 
0,5h Photoshooting 75€ 
Digital processing of 5 pictures * 37,50€ 

Price:             150€* 

 

Fotoshooting-Packet 2: 

Preperation: Finding Location/Preperation/last agreements about the exact 
wishes of the client 

90€ 

Rent for the Location2 variabel 
1h Photoshooting 150€ 
Digital processing of 20 pictures * 75€ 

Price:              315€ + Rent for Location 
*If you wish, you can order up to five (5) pictures more. Price for each extra picture is 15€/picture 

 

Fotoshooting-Packet 3 

Preperation: Location/ Preperation/last agreements about the exact wishes of 
the client 

90€ 

Rent Location3 variabel 
1,5h Photoshooting 225€ 
Digital processing of 45 pictures * 150€ 

Price:              465€ + Rent for Location 
* If you wish, you can order up to ten (10) pictures more. Price for each extra picture is 15€/picture 
 

Fotoshooting-Packet 4 

Preperation: Location/ Preperation/last agreements about the exact wishes of 
the client 

90€ 

Rent Location4 variabel 
2h Photoshooting 300€ 
Digital processing of 95 pictures * 262,50€ 

Price:              652,50€ + Rent for Location 
* If you wish, you can order up to ten (10) pictures more. Price for each extra picture is 15€/picture 
 

 
1 The Fotoshooting is Outdoor, the place is known by the photographer and fits the design of the Fotoshooting. Costs for recherche 
and rent do not occur. 
2 The rent for the Location results in the claims of the hirer and depends on the duration of the photo shooting. The rent would 
be passed on the hirer by the photographer. The agreement about the rent happens for the shooting and will be known bevor the 
shooting starts. 
3 The rent for the Location results in the claims of the hirer and depends on the duration of the photo shooting. The rent would 
be passed on the hirer by the photographer. The agreement about the rent happens for the shooting and will be known bevor the 
shooting starts. 
4 The rent for the Location results in the claims of the hirer and depends on the duration of the photo shooting. The rent would 
be passed on the hirer by the photographer. The agreement about the rent happens for the shooting and will be known bevor the 
shooting starts. 
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Sample Calcualtion:  

Fotoshooting-Packet 1 (5 pictures/30 min.): 30€/Picture 

Fotoshooting-Packet 2 (20 pictures/1h) + Rent for Location 35€*: 17,50€/Picture 

Fotoshooting-Packet 3 (45 pictures/1,5h) + Rent Location 52,50€*: 11,50€/Picture 

Fotoshooting-Packet 4 (95 pictures/2h) + Rent Location 70€*: 7,60€/Picture 

*The rent for the Location is variable and depends on the claims of the hirer. The rent will be payed by the Photographer.  
 
 
The duration of the photo shooting could spontaneously be extended if the chosen location is available. The Rent and 
the costs for the time of the Fotoshooting will be flexible adjusted. About the number of the wished pictures could 
find a new agreement; the price therefor will be fitted. 

The photos usually are delivered digital per link for download. If paper print photos were wished, an order would be 
given to a third-party supplier. The price of these costs would be added to the price of the Fotoshooting. 

Fotoshootings longer as 2h is possible after agreement. The fee for the pure Fotoshooting is always 150€/h. The costs 
for the preparation and processing of the photos were adjusted, and a cost forecast will be calculated. 


